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Cooking with Phason Gas
Heat-transport measurements and neutron-scattering spectroscopy
probe a form of thermal conduction based on excitations called phasons.

By Evan Constable

T he understanding of how substances conduct heat is
of great significance in materials science. It is needed for
many important technological applications—from heat

management in electronics to temperature control in buildings
[1]. Therefore, when an unusual form of thermal transport is
identified, materials scientists take notice. Michael Manley of
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, and his colleagues
have shown that excitations called phasons can provide the
main contribution to thermal transport in a material known as
fresnoite [2]. Phasons are collective lattice oscillations that
occur in certain crystals with an aperiodic lattice
structure—fresnoite being one of the best known. The
researchers’ demonstration could pave the way for new
heat-management strategies.

Thermal conductivity is a measure of a material’s ability to
transfer heat. It is a property that we are all abruptly reminded
of when we accidentally place our hand on a hot kitchen stove.
The temperature gradient between our cooler skin and the
hotter surface facilitates a transfer of energy into our hand,
resulting in an unpleasant sensation. The notion that different
materials conduct heat at different rates is similarly
experienced when we perceive the cooling sensation of holding
a metal spoon relative to a wooden one.

At the microscopic level, thermal conduction is a kinetic
process. Just as electrical conduction describes the transport of
charge by particles, thermal conduction similarly describes the
transport of energy by particles. In an ideal gas, for example,
fast-moving particles on the hotter side of a temperature
gradient diffuse and collide with slow-moving particles on the
cooler side [3] (Fig. 1, top left). Thermal conductivity quantifies
how quickly energy is transferred across the gradient. Its value
is proportional to the heat capacity of the gas (related to the
density of particles), the average particle speed (effectively, the

speed of sound in the gas), and the particle mean free path
(how far each particle travels on average before colliding with
another particle).

A metal, defined by its internal “gas” of freely moving electrons,
conducts heat in a similar way to an ideal gas (Fig. 1, top right).
In this case, the kinetic particles are electrons that exist in a
much higher density than the particles in a typical molecular
gas. These electrons have a high speed (about 106 m/s) and a
mean free path approaching that of a diffuse gas (roughly
10–100 nm). Thus, for the same reason that metals are good
electrical conductors, they are also excellent thermal
conductors.

In an electrical insulator, heat must travel via a different
pathway—typically, through atomic-lattice vibrations called
phonons (Fig. 1, bottom left). At the quantum level, phonons
behave as individual particles, and at ambient temperature,
they can exist in a high density. However, this high density also
means that they frequently scatter off one other, and with
speeds limited to the speed of sound in the material (about 103

m/s), they have a small mean free path (smaller than 10 nm).
Therefore, compared with metals, electrical insulators are
generally poor thermal conductors.

Whereas phonons represent shifts in the atomic positions of a
single lattice, phasons represent shifts in the relative position
(phase) of two or more sublattices consisting of many atoms
(Fig. 1, bottom right). Phasons emerge only in incommensurate
materials—aperiodic crystals that contain multiple sublattices
with periodicities whose ratio is an irrational number, such as in
fresnoite [4]. Many atoms can contribute to phasons, so the
density of phasons is lower than the density of phonons.
However, as Manley and colleagues previously demonstrated in
fresnoite, phasons can bemuch faster than phonons because of
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Figure 1: Four ways in which heat can be transferred across a
temperature gradient. The number, direction, and length of the
black arrows reflect the density, propagation direction, and speed
of the heat carriers, respectively. In an ideal gas (top left), thermal
transport occurs when particles (purple) diffuse from the hot side
to the cool side. In an electron gas (top right), the heat carriers are
electrons (orange) within an atomic lattice (gray). In a phonon gas
(bottom left), heat transfer occurs through phonons (lattice
vibrations). Finally, in a phason gas (bottom right), heat is
transported by excitations called phasons. A phason (red) is
produced by the relative shift of two sublattices (green and blue)
with periodicities whose ratio is an irrational number.
Credit: APS/RyanWilkinson

the nonlinear way in which they interact with the underlying
lattice [5].

The possibility that phasons could provide a significant
contribution to the thermal conductivity of incommensurate
materials had been previously considered [6]. Heat-transport
measurements and sophisticatedmodeling supported the idea,
but these approaches alone were not definitive. What remained
unknown was whether the mean free path of phasons could be
large enough for their contribution to be relevant compared

with the phonon contribution.

Manley and colleagues addressed this uncertainty by
conducting complementary heat-transport measurements and
neutron-scattering spectroscopy of fresnoite. They determined
that the speed andmean free path of phasons in fresnoite are,
on average, about 3 times higher than the values for phonons.
Consequently, the phason contribution to the thermal
conductivity is at least 2.5 times that of the phonon
contribution.

A direct impact of this work concerns thermoelectric
materials—those that can convert waste heat into useful
electricity. These materials require a rare combination of high
electrical conductivity and low thermal conductivity.
Incommensurate metals have been proposed as promising
thermoelectric candidates because they are good electrical
conductors and poor phonon conductors [7]. However, Manley
and colleagues’ results suggest that poor phonon conductivity
does not necessarily imply low thermal conductivity because of
the significant phason contribution.

Phason-based heat transport in incommensurate materials is
not going to rival electron-based transport in metals any time
soon. However, harnessing the transport properties of phasons
could open paths to efficient thermal-management materials
and even to thermal logic circuits—digital circuits based on
thermal transport instead of electron transport. Such devices,
when integrated with conventional electronic circuits, could
collect energy usually lost to heat dissipation and put it back to
work in computational processes, greatly improving the
efficiency of computing devices [8].
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